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the marais poitevin has three labels:
• Regional Natural Park of Marais Poitevin
• Great Site of France
• European Tourist Destination of Excellence (EDEN)

the marais poitevin has three landscapes:
• Aiguillon Bay and coast
• The Dry Marshes
• The Wet Marshes otherwise known as the Green Venice

a marsh: 
• The largest marsh in the west
• The second largest humid zone in France after the Camargue
• The fifth largest humid zone in Europe

key pieces of information and figures 

Total surface area – 197,221 hectares (487,344 acres)

850 kilometres (528 miles) of marked, cycle routes such as the brand new  
La Vélo Francette, Vélodyssée and Eurovélo

The humid zone covers 98,016 hectares (242,203 acres) - not counting the 
dunes, coastal strip, salt marshes, lagoons and chalk eyots.

The coastal area covers 9,510 hectares (23,500 acres) – salt marshes, dunes, 
sandy beaches – this is the interface between the sea and the humid land area of 
the Marais Poitevin.

The coastal strip – 149 kilometres (392miles)

The rest of the area comprises plains, coast, groves and copses

There are 8,200 kilometres (5,095 miles) of canals in the humid, land marshes.

There are a total of 594 hydraulic works.

tourism by numbers

1.4 million visitors

About 15,000 tourist beds

17 tourist offices

25 embarkation points (13 with 
the Quality Commitment Label)

850 kilometres (528 miles) of 
marked cycle routes 

11 nights is the average length  
of stay.

34 sites to visit, of which ten are 
members of the ‘Marais Poitevin Sites 
to Visit Resource’

A selection of restaurants

A selection of accommodation

> Some addresses highlighted  
in this document



With 197,000 inhabitants and about  
1.5 million visitors every year, The Marais 
Poitevin has a real dynamic due to its 
exceptional natural resources. There are 
almost 1,500 small farms so agriculture 
is the principal backbone of the economy 
based essentially on animal husbandry 
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How to get there?
Squeezed between land and sea, the Marais Poitevin is a mysterious 
place. As the second most important humid area in France after the 
Camargue, recognised as exceptional thanks to its ecological richness  
of flora and fauna, cultural heritage and countryside, it has been a Great 
Site of France since 2010 and a Regional Natural Park since 2014.  
From the Green Venice to Aiguillon Bay, crossing the dry marshes, this 
richness is evident due to the mosaic of countryside that man has laid 
out over the course of the last ten centuries. It is beautiful, fragile and 
has an ephemeral equilibrium. Kingdom of the bicycle, the boat, walking 
and sustainable ecology, this is a secret, poetic place, ideal for nature 
lovers who are looking for calm and serenity. 

How to get there?

By train from London to Paris: 2.20 
hours. From Paris: 2.20 hours on the 
TGV Atlantic 

By plane fly into La Rochelle 
from various UK airports – Stansted, 
Gatwick, Southampton, Birmingham, 
Manchester, East Midlands, Bristol, 
Leeds-Bradford and Edinburgh.

By car from the ferry ports  

the economy
(horses and cattle) and crops – barley, 
corn, sunflowers, oil seed rape… Tourism 
has progressively developed alongside 
the primary sector activity, essentially 
concentrated on the Green Venice of 
the wet marshlands with the ecological 
implications always front of mind.
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Geologically speaking, the Marais Poitevin 
is relatively new. Just 8,000 years ago the 
whole area was covered by water, but as 
this receded the sediment accumulated 
leaving a large extended plain where 
agriculture was carried out, only on the 
margins as centrally it was so boggy and 
often flooded.

In the 12th century, the monks who lived 
locally based in the influential and powerful 
Abbey of Maillezais began to construct the 
first canals and locks so that they could 
successfully raise their cattle and crops on 
this very rich land, giving the landscape the 
first look of what we see today. 

Covering an area of nearly 100,000 
hectares (247,105 acres) the Marais 
Poitevin is the second largest humid zone 
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the story 
of Water

Originally called the Picton Gulf, 
the Marais Poitevin that we know 
today has throughout history 
been regarded as an exceptional 
location. Man has chiselled the 
landscape for centuries into what 
we see now, from the ocean to 
the banks of the Sèvre and her 
tributaries; water has shaped the 
agriculture, the villages and the 
natural heritage of the area, both 
architectural and hydrological. 

in France after the Camargue and the fifth 
largest in Europe.  As a transitional area 
between water and land, the humid zones 
have a particularly important biological 
and ecological richness - one of the most 
important on the planet actually. Natural 
filters are constantly sanitising the water 
and the intense concentration of nutrients 
makes it an exceptional area of biodiversity.  

The Marais Poitevin has a complex 
hydrological system that channels the 
marsh water towards the sea allowing 
agriculture to persist on the dry marsh 
protected as it is by the wet marshes that 
are often flooded. Over a 1,000 kilometres 
of dykes ensure that the dry marsh is 
protected from the sea water and from too 
much freshwater entering the area too.  

a natural Heritage

Situated at the crossroads of several 
different climate zones between the 
European land mass and the Atlantic 
Ocean, the Regional Natural Park of the 
Marais Poitevin has an ecological richness 
as a ‘humid zone’ and home to so many 
diverse landscapes – the wet marshes, 
dry marshes and Aiguillon Bay. Because 
of man’s intervention throughout the 
centuries (see above) more than 100,000 
hectares (247,105 acres) have become 
productive but at the same time has 
become an area of important ecological 
preservation – over 750 species of flora, 
50 or so species of mammals, 250 types 
of birds and 38 of fish. The reward for 
these immense efforts of preservation 
has been the gaining of the Regional 
Natural park status, ‘Grand Site de 
France’ and European Tourist Destination 
of Excellence (DTEE). 



the Wet marshes:   
a green cathedral

Covering an area of over 28,000 hectares 
(69,190 acres) the wet marshes have 
become the most famous part of the 
Marais Poitevin and to some extent 
the touristic flagship of the area. It is a 
varied and biologically rich landscape of 
parcels of land interlaced by the canals 
of the Green Venice, the floodable prairies 
and little wooded plots interspersed by 
channels of water. Green Venice with 
its charming little houses their gardens 
reaching down to the water, tiny ports for 
the boats, fingers of water stretching all 
over the countryside is a picture postcard, 
symbol of the whole Marais Poitevin.  
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the Dry marshes -  
won back from the sea  
as a treasure-house  
of biodiversity

These are the largest parts of the Marais 
Poitevin - a vast area of 47,000 hectares 
(116,140 acres) retrieved from the sea 
between the 12th and 20th century, where 
squares of land, interspersed by canals, 
are given over to cereal crops and where 
the rushes are home to a number of 
species of birds, insects and mammals 
normally found in the Mediterranean, 
such as the orchid. In the old days there 
was more agricultural diversity in the dry 
marshes but today the cereal crops reign 
supreme. The Michel Brosselin National 
Natural Reserve at Saint-Denis-du-Payre, 
is where you can observe hundreds of 
species of birds such as the White Wader, 
Whistling Duck, the Rose Harrier or the 
Cinder Goose reflecting the biodiversity 
here.

aiguillon Bay -  
a ballroom for birds!

With all the canals and streams draining 
the wet and dry marshlands, the Bay 
of Aiguillon is a key link in the chain of 
the ecological equilibrium of the Marais 
Poitevin. Reclaimed from the Atlantic 
Ocean some 10,000 years ago, the spread 
of the marshes slowly reduced the area 
of the Picton Gulf which has today been 
replaced by Aiguillon Bay.  This almost 
circular bay extends to the Vendée in the 
north and Charente Maritime in the south 
and is classified as a National Natural 
Reserve, attracting several migratory 
birds.

Bathed in an intense light, the Bay has 
four main areas. The predominant sea 
marshes are covered in salt beds (1,100 
hectares - 2,718 acres) and mud flats 
(4,600 hectares – 1,136 acres).  Uncovered 
when there is a low tide, the mudflats are 
rich in phytoplankton which feeds the 
crustaceans and molluscs including the 
famous ‘bouchot‘ mussel, which in turn 
are abundant food for the water birds 
and fish. On the higher part dominated 
by salt beds, the plants are more adapted 
to the salty conditions and there is a 
high viewing platform that has been 
constructed at Pointe Saint-Clément at 
Esnandes from which to view the whole 
panorama.

the three faces 
of the marais
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soft activities 
The Marais Poitevin is an ideal spot for those wanting to do some less 
strenuous activity but at the same time respect the environment – boat 
trips, visits of the local attractions, cycling, horse - riding, donkey riding, 
walking, bird-watching, fishing…. Leave the world behind and enjoy the 
peace and quiet of this green labyrinth where water and nature reign.

changing views from the wet marshlands 
to dry, Aiguillon Bay.  In June each year the 
unique Maraisthon is run around Coulon in 
the heart of the Green Venice. This is the 
world’s only 100% ecological marathon 
that combines sport, tourism and ecology. 

Boat trips with a difference!

Before it became the most popular tourist 
attraction, boating in the traditional boats 
of the Marais – the ‘plate’, until the Sixties, 
was the only way of getting around the 
wet marshlands. Most are now sign posted 
and can be explored in boat or canoe. The 
authorities have created a quality charter 
to which 13 companies have signed up 
which sets certain standards in terms of the 
cruises on offer especially in terms of the 
commentaries given. 

Fishing - the marais  
is unique

The extraordinary diversity of fish in the 
Marais Poitevin over the 8,000 kilometres 
makes it a go to destination for anglers. 
Whether it is pike, sander, black bass, shrimps 
or catfish that you are after - this is the place 
to be. There is such an abundance of fish that 
it’s not necessary to throw it back. There are 
special guides that can help with technique 
and hidden fishing spots!

on a horse, donkey  
or in a carriage

There are plenty of clubs and horse-riding 
centres that offer riding excursions and 
holidays some even featuring the famous 
donkey of Poitou-Charentes - the Baudet 
de Poitou. Otherwise options include horse 
and carriages; pony and traps or gypsy 
caravan which can accommodate up to 
four people comfortably. 

gaze, breathe, pedal!

There are 850 kilometres of marked routes 
and stabilised cycle paths throughout the 
Marais Poitevin, 400 of which are in the 
Great Site area so one can pedal all the 
way from Niort to Aiguillon Bay passing 
the pretty villages, dykes, polders and 
canals, all connected by various inter-
regional cycle routes such as the La Vélo 
Francette© - new in 2015 and from Niort 
to La Rochelle in this area. There is also 
the Vélodysée which actually clings to the 
Atlantic coast all the way from Hendaye 
to Roscoff and is part of the EuroVelo 1, 
which joins Norway to Portugal so offering 
plenty of variety for cycling weekends, day 
trips and longer stays. 

Walking and running 
holidays

This is ideal walking country – no hills, flat 
as a pancake, quiet, shady, well-marked, 



man, his home  
and a unique landscape

Man has always had to work hard on this 
land to make it habitable and fertile. From 
the monks in the 10th century through to the 
19th century work was carried on relentlessly 
to help man live and work. The techniques 
and materials used to this day are unique to 
the Marais Poitevin and help maintain a local 
identity. Large and low, the houses of the dry 
marshlands are built with sedimentary rock 
like chalk and covered in lime to make the 
walls resistant to the winds. Built on the 
sides of the canals to avoid flooding, the 
houses use local materials such as poplar for 
the rafters and cladding, with tiles having 
reed supports to isolate the roof and made 
using local clay.

Hidden treasures

The Romanesque church of Coulon sits close 
to the banks of the Sèvre and the Place de 
la Coutome. It was always well looked after 
from the Middle Ages until the Revolution. 
Coulon was where the local tolls were 
collected as ships plied the river from Niort to 
Marans. The old Treasury is now the Maison 
du Marais Poitevin – where you can learn all 
there is to know about the area, the north 
side is where you can see the old dovecote 
and also a Renaissance window from the 
sixteenth century.
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an architectural 
and Historical Heritage

Aiguillon Bay has superb views from the 
’mussel’ capital of Esnandes where there is 
a fortified church that is listed as a Historical 
French Monument, a Romanesque port and 
of course the vast beds of mussels.

a spirituality born in the 
marais

In the Golden Age around the year one 
thousand, religious fervour meant a growth 
in the numbers of monasteries and abbeys. 
In the 12th century, to muster against the 
growing tide of hostility from the locals the 
three abbeys of Maillezais, Nieul-sur-l’Autise 
and Saint-Michel-en-l’Herm came together 
to drain the surrounding marshes. They all 
bear witness to the vitality of the monks 
and are great examples of the architectural 
models employed.

Maillezais was a Benedictine abbey, 
cathedral and fortress, an outpost of the 
Dukes of Aquitaine and an important 
international spiritual centre of its time.

The Romanesque architect who headed the 
team of craftsmen at that time to build the 
royal abbey of Nieul-sur-l’Autise owed his 
prosperity for his successful protection of 
Eleanor of Aquitaine, Queen of France and 
England. It’s a rare example of a monastery 
that is complete with its church, cloister 
and outbuildings. 

The Abbey of Saint-Michel-en-l’Herm foun-
ded in 682 and family owned since 1818, had 
a tumultuous past, nonetheless the refectory 
and the castle can still be admired and they 
date from the 17th century.

villages with character!

There are several villages in the Marais 
Poitevin that have been classified as ‘Little 
Villages of Character’ - Nieul-sur-l’Autise and 
Arçais, for example. The former has a great 
architectural heritage, where old masonry and 
history enthusiasts flock to see the Abbey of 
Saint Vincent, the Neolithic site and the water 
mill. In Coulon, the village clusters around 
the church and the canals have become the 
streets. In La Garette each residence has two 
entrances – one onto the street and onto 
the raised land at the rear where the crops 
or cattle are raised. Saint-Georges-de-Rex 
has a port carved from the rock, noblemen’s 
houses dating from the 16th and 17th centuries 
and five washhouses. Vanneau-Irleau is one 
of the most authentic villages preserved 
today with its port and 19th century church 
of Saint-Eutrope. Crossed by the Sèvre, the 
village of Damvix has a 19th century dovecote. 
Maillezais is a departure point today for 
touring the wet marshlands but is also known 
for the Romanesque abbey and church dating 
from the 12th century. At Maillé the waters 
from the wet and dry marshlands are kept 
apart thanks to an aqueduct. The façade of 
the Romanesque church is decorated with 
some very elaborate sculptures.  

Apart from nature and the countryside, the Marais Poitevin has also 
conserved a surprising architectural and historical heritage which reflects 
the unique way of life for those who live by the water. From medieval 
abbeys to simple fishermen’s cottages, mills and little ports. 



niort is renowned as one of the prime 
towns in France to serve the banking and 
insurance sectors, known too as a training 
centre for managers in a variety of industries. 
Niort, the gateway to the Marais Poitevin, is 
easily explored on foot or by bike on the old 
towpaths of the Sèvre River. The pedestrian 
only area has been extended and of particular 
note are: the Keep of Eleanor of Aquitaine’s 
castle (a new permeant exhibition on the 
history of the area has just opened), the 
Baltard –style covered market and the old 
Boinot factory. Events take place in Niort all 
year round, predominately focused on music, 
street art and the visual arts. 

Fontenay-le-comte

niort marans

luçon
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Four surprising 
towns!

marans, the ‘beating heart’ of the 
Marais Poitevin was a strategic commercial 
centre of the Middle Ages onwards 
with its Baltard-style port, wharves and 
warehouses. Now a charming urban site 
with a certain cachet of the past river and 
maritime trade that made its name, the 
church with its futuristic aluminium and 
glass clock is not to be missed.

luçon was known as the ‘muddiest 
diocese’ of France at the time of its most 
famous inhabitant, Cardinal Richelieu who 
built cloisters, churches, chapels, cathedral 

to excess. The prosperous regional centre 
for the transportation of barley, salt and 
wine, wealthy Luçon merchants in the 19th 
century built beautiful mansions, private 
houses and stunning gardens including 
the magnificent Dumaine Garden.

Fontenay-le-comte is beautiful 
at any time of day. It is a ‘Ville d’Art et 
d’Histoire’ renowned for its feudal castle, 
mediaeval streets and over 1,700 buildings 
dating from the Renaissance. The town is 
well known for its botanical heritage.



the Water market  
at vanneau

Always held on the last Saturday in July in 
the port of Vanneau, this is a traditional 
market held on board boats on the water 
- about 50 of the locals selling their wares.

the moul’stock Festival  
in charron

This is a very popular festival that pays 
homage to music and mussels.  It takes 
place mid-June.

Festive marais
the angelica Festival  
in niort

Every October the producers, cake makers, 
chocolate makers come together in Niort 
to demonstrate and sell their wares 
especially their latest creations. 

the eco-friendly marathon: 
maraisthon

The Place: Coulon in the Marais Poitevin 
which is classified as a ‘Grand Site de 
France’. Choose from the marathon, 
the 10 kilometre walk, the 11 kilometre 
guided walk or simply browse through the 
exhibition and bio-produce market. 

The Maraisthon is a first in sport in France 
- an event that is entirely based around 
sustainable development and ecology. It is 
the first in the world to have a charter of 
ten ethical points. 

opening of the communal 
marais Festival

In April the doors are opened to the 
local community in the Marais Poitevin 
to celebrate the transfer of the animals 
to their summer pasture. This has now 
become an unmissable event with music 
and dancing, a market and all sorts of 
craftsmen selling their wares.
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art de vivre
In this little corner of France life is calm, serene, and quiet – reflecting 
a union with nature that is unique. Traditions and local heritage are 
preserved to this day – abbeys, Romanesque churches, fishing ports, little 
villages – discreet and charming. The local gastronomy is uncomplicated 
but delicious, with a surprising mix of tastes and flavours.

Le Pousse-pied  
in La Tranche-sur-Mer
This is a bistro where the food is really 
fresh from the sea. It is new on the scene 
and run by Charles Fiebel and Anthony 
Lumet. Their reputation has spread by 
word of mouth and now this is the place 
to eat good fish. Natives of the area, the 
two produce fresh food, all on site, even 
the bread and the ice-cream.

L’Auberge de l’Ecluse  
in La Sotterie de Coulon
On the banks of the Sèvre, in an exceptional 
position, this is the oldest restaurant in the 
Marais Poitevin. Run by Corinne and Pierre 
Couillaud, the menu is tasty yet refined 
– baby eels, frog’s legs, skewers, sander, 
lamb, pork with haricot beans and pear 
tart with angelica.

gourmet workshops

Taking place in the old dairy of Coulon, there 
are some great gourmet workshops year 
round where one may learn to hone skills 
and savour the unique flavours of the Marais 
Poitevin. Workshops include learning how to 
make sausages, paté or ‘rillettes’ and chocolate 
and angelica too.  New to Niort - classes with 
Guillaume Grolleau where students visit the 
local market with him, to buy produce that 
will be later used in the kitchen.

tasty marais

The region is not just a delightful spot where 
one may eat well – there are many new things 
to try that are regional specialities. Mojettes 
are haricot beans grown in the sea beds, lumas 
are snails cooked in a local sauce, Marans 
chickens, eels, shrimps, and Charron mussels 
are not to be missed. Angelica is a typical 
product of the area around Niort which is 
used a cake decoration, sweets, jams, liqueurs 
and fruit jellies. From Surgères the best butter 
in France – Aunis- is produced. This was the 
first to receive AOC status in 1979. Created 
in Luçon, the coffee liqueur Kamok was 
fashioned using a mixture of roasted Arabica 
coffee beans.

Le Central in Coulon
Proprietor and head chef Jean-Paul 
Guernanten heads a wonderful kitchen 
that is a reference point for all dishes 
‘Marais’. Given three ‘cocottes’ by Logis, 
this is a restaurant not to be missed. Try 
the pumpkin soup over a sander terrine, 
roasted gooseberry and pine nuts.

La Rose Trémière  
in Saint-Michel-en-l’Herm
This is a typical Marais Poitevin village with 
low white houses clustered around the 
church; where the restaurant is an integral 
part of the local heritage. Loïc Rault offers 
two types of service in his establishment - a 
contemporary style bistro and a restaurant 
situated in the old grain store, complete 
with fireplace and beams. Loïc mixes 
flavours and textures but never loses sight 
of the original products. 

Les Viviers de L’Océan in Esnandes
Right on the seafront in the north of the 
region, Les Viviers offers a menu of delicious 
fresh seafood such as mussels cooked in 
cream and ‘pineau’ des Charentes, fish and 
seafood platters fresh from the fish market… 
Open April to October, a great stopping point 
on a cycle ride along the cliffs. 

Wonderful places to eat
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Passiflora Villa in La Rochelle has an 
unusual Polynesian theme to accentuate 
the relaxing charm of the hotel of just four 
rooms. The beautiful gardens, massage 
with essential oils that are on offer and 
the bio accented cuisine are all part of 
the mix. A little haven of peace known as 
‘Tahiti in France’!

The Château de la Sebrandière is 
an old priory that was turned at the time 
of the Second Empire into a hotel. It 
boasts large reception rooms, a beautiful 
French garden with three hundred year 
old chestnut trees and ten comfortable 
guest rooms. This belongs to the Mercier 
family of Vix so fine wines are available 
and tastings in the cellars. 

Auberge de la Rivière welcomes guests 
to a green paradise where the only sound 
is gently gurgling water from the Marais. 
The eleven bedrooms are decorated with 
a ‘rusto-chic’ and the restaurant offers a 

places to stay
gastronomic menu that changes with the 
seasons.

Nestled in the wet marshes of Coulon, 
the three stars Le Central offers a 
gastronomic restaurant with a beautiful 
patio and just 13 rooms.  Very refined and 
elegant, the service is impeccable and the 
whole establishment is testimony to the 
welcome of the Marais Poitevin.

La Porte Rouge in Niort is a 20th 
century building that has been turned into 
an elegant chambre d’hôte in the centre 
of Niort with just five bedrooms and two 
apartments. The owner, Christine Vauthier 
has used beautiful materials and objets 
d’arts to create a contemporary and warm 
atmosphere for your stay in the area. There 
is even a pool in the garden.

Beaux Esprits in Fontenay-le-Comte 
is right in the historic centre of town; 
this is an 18th century building that 

has been restored and decorated with 
style. Renaissance lovers will admire the 
architectural touches such as the circular 
stairway, façade and sculptures.

The Château de l’Abbaye in Moreilles 
combines a hotel experience in its 
decoration and the warm welcome of 
a chambre d’hôte with its hospitality – 
therefore the best of both worlds. Danielle 
Renard, the owner, likes to serve a dinner 
of local specialities by candlelight, enabling 
guest to relax by the fireplace and swim in 
the heated pool. 

The beautifully named ‘Un Banc au 
Soleil’ in Marsilly dates from the 
19th century and has been completely 
renovated with five rooms in the old 
stables. The heated pool, sauna and mud 
bath help restore equilibrium allowing 
guests to relax in the enormous garden. 
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Charente-Maritime Tourisme
Stéphane Morand /// stephane.morand@en-charente-maritime.com ///  
Tél. 00 33 5 46 31 71 77 

Département de la Charente-Maritime , 85 Bd de la République - 17076 La Rochelle Cedex 9 
Tél. : 00 33 5 46 31 71 71
www.en-charente-maritime.com

Agence de développement touristique des Deux-Sèvres 
Pascaline Ricard /// pricard@adt79.fr /// Tél. 00 33 5 49 77 85 95

21, rue de la Boule d’Or – CS 18510 – 79025 Niort Cedex
Tél. : 00 33 5 49 778 779
www.tourisme-deux-sevres.com

Vendée Expansion – Pôle Tourisme
Fabienne Couton-Laine /// f.couton-laine@vendee-expansion.fr ///  
Tél. : 00 33 2 51 47 88 23

33, rue de l’Atlantique - CS 80206 - 85005 La Roche-sur-Yon Cedex 
Tél. 00 33 2 51 44 90 00
www.vendee-tourisme.com

Région Poitou-Charentes
Ghislaine Désévédavy /// g.desevedavy@cr-poitou-charentes.fr /// 00 33 5 49 38 47 19  
et Sophie Cousin /// s.cousin@cr-poitou-charentes.fr /// 00 33 5 16 01 40 45

15 rue de l’Ancienne Comédie - CS 70575 - 86021 Poitiers Cedex
Tél. 00 33 5 49 55 77 00
www.poitou-charentes-vacances.com

Parc naturel régional du Marais poitevin
Séverine Le Ridant /// s.leridant@parc-marais-poitevin.fr  /// Tél. : 00 33 5 49 35 15 28

2 rue de l’Eglise - 79510 Coulon
Tél. 00 33 5 49 35 15 20
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Démarche de promotion financée par :
Les Régions Pays de la Loire et Poitou-Charentes, les Conseils départementaux des Deux-Sèvres, Charente-Maritime et Vendée, Charente-Maritime Tourisme, 
l’Agence de développement touristique des Deux-Sèvres, Vendée Expansion - Pôle Tourisme, le Parc naturel régional, les offices de tourisme Niort Marais poitevin 
Vallée de la Sèvre Niortaise, Aunis Marais poitevin et Sud Vendée Tourisme.
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